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At the recent PacINET 2012 conference held at
the USP from November 25-27, 2012 in the
course of discussions the issue of who should
manage information arose. The question asked
was whether information should be managed by
IT specialists, communication experts or library/
information professionals?
Most governments and the private sector generally
respond saying that information should be
managed by information professionals but in
reality, information management is tasked to IT
professionals. Why is this the case?
One reason could be the lack of information
professionals or more commonly observed a lack of
understanding of what an information professional
does. How can these be addressed?
One way is through the consistent offer of
scholarships to build a national core of information
professionals. Scholarships in the area tend to be
few and far between depending on the attitude and
understanding of the government of the day.
In 2013, the Fiji Government is offering
scholarships to train library paraprofessionals
and professionals and this is largely the result of
persistent communication by a staff member of
the Library studies section of the USP with the
Planning Ministry of the Government where
discussions have led to a greater understanding

of the role and contribution that library/
information professionals can make to national
development.
The second is for those in decision-making to
make a concerted effort to understand what an
information professional’s work involves and for
library and information professionals and their
associations to assist through awareness raising
programmes.
What are we doing in the Pacific region to grow
a complement of information managers? Are
library associations active and recognized? Are
we lobbying local governments and ministries
of education to support scholarships in this
area? The responsibility lies with those of us
in the profession to demonstrate our worth
and to persuade governments of our valuable
contribution to the country. A thought for 2013.
I take this opportunity to thank all those who
have contributed in any way to Libraries PacFika
in 2012 and especially our sponsors, the USP
Book Centre, for their financial support this year
and for the period 2013-2015 which they have
committed to.
Christmas greetings to one and all with every
good wish for a peaceful and prosperous 2013.
Elizabeth C. Reade Fong
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
USP CAMPUS NAURU OPEN DAY 2012

NAURU CAMPUS LIBRARY NEWS
Students from Nauru Secondary School
and the community were part of the USP
Open Day 2013 at the USP Campus,
Nauru. Library tours were conducted
and students given information on library
studies in the hope that some might pursue
a Library career. The Open Day activities
complemented earlier activities in the year
that included World Literacy Day where two
students from Kayser College participated
in a reading programme in addition to
information sessions on Library collections,
services and rules and regulations.
The Nauru Campus wishes all USP
Regional Campuses a blessed Christmas
and a prosperous New Year.

OSIC – THE OCEANIA SPORT INFORMATION CENTRE: 2012 HAPPENINGS
OSIC answers sport questions!
New OSIC Logo
The Mission of OSIC – The Oceania Sport Information Centre,
is “to collect, manage and disseminate information in the field of
sport and physical education for the Pacific region.”
Established in 1997, OSIC is jointly funded by USP and the
International Olympic Committee (IOC) through its Olympic
Solidarity Program. In addition to its sport information mission,
OSIC serves as Oceania’s repository of IOC materials and the
official archives of the South Pacific Games/Pacific Games (SPG)
and Mini South Pacific Games (MSPG).

OSIC’s new logo was unveiled in mid-2012, replacing the original
logo used from 1997. The new logo represents Oceania, Sport and
Information:
• Oceania:  Ocean waves equally represent all Oceania islands
and the ocean that unites them
• Sport:  Lighted torch represents all sports
• Information: “i” - the international symbol for information

2012
2012 was a busy year for OSIC with support from the USP-Laucala
Library, Oceania National Olympic Committees (ONOC),
Fiji Association of Sports and National Olympic Committee
(FASANOC), Fiji Rugby Union (FRU), and Association of Track
& Field Statisticians (ATFS) statisticians. OSIC thanks all of these
generous supporters.

New OSIC Logo - 2012

New IT Equipment for OSIC Office from ONOC.
ONOC made it possible for OSIC to serve sport information
enquirers more quickly and efficiently in 2012 by purchasing a
new computer for the OSIC office (CPU, monitor, keyboard,
mouse, headset) and a combination printer/copier/scanner with
black/white and colour output.
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OSIC Logo 1997 - mid-2012

REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
New OSIC Services in 2012
OSIC Reading Area. A comfortable, quiet place for reading sport
periodicals was set up beside the OSIC Office on Level A of the
USP-Laucala Library prior to Semester 1. It is furnished with
a couch, two chairs, a small table, a bulletin board, periodicals
display shelves, and sport posters. Both OSIC’s and USP Library’s
current sport periodicals are displayed there.

OSIC Current Awareness Service (CAS)
CAS announces new sport books and journals issues received in the
USP-Laucala Library and OSIC. This email notification service
was established in February, replacing OSIC’s Table of Contents
service. CAS lists the titles of the new resources; provides links
to their online tables of contents if available; and gives directions
for requesting copies of book chapters or journal articles. CAS
emails are sent to targeted distribution lists and USP’s All Staff/
All Student email list. Hard copies of CAS are also available upon
request. To be added to the email distribution list or request hard
copies of CAS, contact OSIC by email, in person, or by phone, fax
or post at the contacts given below.

OSIC Sport Displays
OSIC mounted four sport displays in the USP-Laucala entrance in
2012. The first, “Rugby VI Nations,” on show 4th February -17th
March, featured rugby boots and an official FRU rugby ball lent
by Fiji Rugby Union. “London 2012 Olympic Games” and “2012
Oceania Olympians,” mounted 27 July - 12 August, featured
authentic Olympic memorabilia generously lent by ONOC and
FASANOC. The “2012 Oceania Olympians” display was so
popular with visitors that it was moved to another display cabinet
where it remained for several more weeks. “Women’s Under 17s
World Cup” was featured 22nd September–13th October. OSIC
Assistant Pushpa Prasad designed and mounted the displays with
the assistance of Librarian Martyn Williams and Library Attendant
Joeli Vuniduvu.

OSIC Receives Important Sport Information Donations
ATFS Statisticians Donate Athletics Statistics to OSIC. Four
thorough, dedicated ATFS Oceania Athletics statisticians donated
electronic copies of their work to OSIC in 2012. Representing up
to four decades of records, their contributions will make it possible
for OSIC to more quickly and accurately respond to Athletics
statistics information requests. Their SPG and MSPG statistics
are excellent additions to the South Pacific Games Archive. These
documents represent hard work over many decades of dedicated
statistics keeping and include the following:
• Bob Snow Collection:   PIAS – Pacific Islands Athletics
Statistics, 1993-2002; covering Athletics results from Oceania
competitions with commentaries plus some worldwide

statistics; Papua New Guinea Athletics Statistics issues; SPG/
PG and MSPG Athletics Results; PG2011 Athletics Entries;
1998 OAA Grand Prix Athletics Profiles; and 1996 SPG
Athletics Teams.
• The Paul Jenes Collection: SPG/MSPG Athletics Results
1963-2011, and the 2003 SPG Athletics Competitor’s List.
• The Fletcher McEwen Collection:   2011 Oceania Women
Athletics Statistics; 2011 Pacific Islands Athletics Statistics;
2012 Oceania Indoor Athletics Statistics; 2012 Oceania
Men Athletics Statistics; 2012 Oceania Women Athletics
Statistics; 2012 Pacific Island Women Athletics Statistics;
2012 Pacific Islands Men Athletics Statistics.
• The Tomas Magnusson Collection: OPGA Athlete Entries
1963-2011.

OSIC Receives 106 DVDs of 2003 South Pacific Games
Action from FASANOC
Live action footage of 2003 South Pacific Games competition
were generously transferred to OSIC custody by FASANOC in
November. The 106 DVDs will be available in OSIC in early 2013
for OSIC staff to use in responding to information enquiries and
for on-site viewing by advanced request for special permission from
the OSIC Coordinator. These DVDs are a significant addition to
the South Pacific Games Archives.

Classic Tony Isaacs Collection Photographic Slides to be
Converted to Digital Format
With ONOC funding, a set of 37 full-colour photographic slides
of Pacific Island Athletes from the 1970s and 1980s taken by longtime ATFS Oceania Athletics statistician Tony Isaacs of the UK
and donated by him to OSIC in 2006, will soon be converted
into TIFF and JPEG formats by USP’s Multimedia Team. Once
in digital format, the images will be available for OSIC staff in
responding to information enquiries and to researchers and other
interested parties by advanced request for special permission from
the OSIC Coordinator.
OSIC is staffed by OSIC Coordinator, Ms. Patricia Fratangelo,
M.L.I.S., and OSIC Assistant, Mrs. Pushpa Prasad. Location:
Level A of USP’s Laucala Campus Library on Laucala Bay Road
in Suva. Service desk hours: M-Th 8:00am–4:30pm and Friday
8:00am–4:00pm. Contact OSIC by post: OSIC, USP Library,
Laucala Campus, Private Mail Bag, Suva, Fiji; phone: (679) 323
1958/2395; fax: (697) 323 1528, or email: OSIC@usp.ac.fj.
The OSIC Website is on www.oceaniasport.com/osic/. OSIC
welcomes sport information queries from all interested persons and
organizations.
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REGIONAL CONNECTIONS
PIALA 22ND ANNUAL CONFERENCE – INTERVIEW RADIO AUSTRALIA
On 15 November, some members of PIALA were interviewed by
Geraldine Coutts of Radio Australia, talking about libraries in
Micronesia.
Interviewed were Maria Ovalles, Guam Library Association, host
of the PIALA 22nd Annual Conference, Imengel Mad, from Palau

and a LEAP scholar and Jayleen Kokis, from Chuuk, and also a
LEAP Scholar.
The interview can be found at http://www.radioaustralia.net.
au/international/radio/program/pacific-beat/american-pacificterritories-librarians-say-books-are-here-to-stay/1046462

DEVELOPMENTS
READING UNLCOCKS THE FUTURE – 8-15 SEPTEMBER 2012
By Jacqueline Louisa Waqasobasoba, Part-time Library Assistant,
USP Lautoka Campus

National Library Week 2012 was celebrated throughout the
various towns of Viti Levu. The celebrations began in Nausori
Town on 8 September and then moved to Rakiraki on Monday
10 September with the closing of celebrations in Sigatoka Town
on Saturday September 15. For the first time in many years
Library Services of Fiji worked closely with the National Archives
of Fiji, Ministry of Information, Fiji Police Force and the Ministry
of Education to organize the celebration that also included the
USP, Lautoka Campus Library representing the University, the
Reserve Bank of Fiji Library, Fiji Police Academy Library, Western
Regional Library and the municipal libraries of the various towns.
The theme of the week was Reading Unlocks the Future and in
collaboration with the Ministry of Education, the Director Library
Services of Fiji, Mrs. Merewalesi Vueti a roadshow approach was
adopted which proved very successful.
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The USP Lautoka Campus library joined in the celebration
on Saturday 15th September. As this was also the last day of
celebrations we had a lot of work to do in terms of our promotion of
the library. Being the only organization to represent the Academic
Library we found it ideal to market the library programme that
USP offers. This in my view was done well as there was a lot of
interest shown on the library program and of course other USP
courses.
The morning began with a march from Sigatoka town and ending
at Sigatoka Methodist Primary School. These included students
dressed up in their favorite costumes, primary and secondary
school students, parents and teachers, representatives from the
various libraries and also the Nadroga Rugby Team members who
were present. This drew the crowd as they converged at the school
grounds.

DEVELOPMENTS
The day was filled with character parade, oratory contests, quiz
competitions, performances from the students and the various
displays put up by the different library organizations. The
different types of libraries showcased their collections from the
public, special library and academic library including the National
Archives of Fiji.
The USP Library generously donated quiz prizes mainly in the
form of novels that attracted students to participate in the quiz
competition. Books, brochures and flyers were distributed to the
general public who were appreciative of this gesture.

travelling and little sleep library teams eagerly returned to their
families pleased and satisfied with what they had achieved during
the weed away.
For me personally going out alone to represent the University
library was a good experience. I learnt a few things during
the celebration and I also got a chance to meet up with old
work colleagues and foster new friendship with other library
professionals.

The celebrations concluded with performances from students and
the closing of the event by the Special Administrator of Sigatoka
Town, Mr. Aisea Tuidraki. After a long week of participation,

THE MELANESIAN INSTITUTE LIBRARY, GOROKA PNG

By Br. P. Maurice McCallum and Regina Gabriel – current MI librarians

The Research Library of Goroka’s Melanesian Institute, PNG
Highlands, has accidentally become the best collection in the
whole nation, in two areas: Bible, and the Socio-Anthropology
of Melanesia. This has developed by a natural 40 year growth,
the generosity of past staff members, along with limited yearly
purchases. It is also strong on Religious Studies, and on Pacific
History, missions and exploration, and it now has a solid collection
in linguistics. Smaller collections move it towards being a reasonable
general library for the humanities, with 13,000 books, collections
of the major periodicals, along with scattered other items. The
e-collection is in its beginnings, but has a good number of theses
and some non-text files. Major language: English, followed well
down by German, Dutch, French, and a dozen or so more.
Students (more than staff ) from the nearby University of Goroka
make use of its librarians and collections. Loosely connected with
the Library is a maturing project of in-house scanning of PNG
newspapers, some of whose publishers are cooperating with the

Institute. Unfortunately, with the steady drop in numbers and
qualification of the staff provided by the Institute’s four “governing”
churches (RC, Lutheran, United, Anglican) the question of the
future of the MI’s library could also become urgent.
In coastal Madang there is a significant research collection at the
Divine Word University, the Noser Library. Religious orders have
by now mostly relocated their own archives to Australia. No other
southern hemisphere location seems appropriate for a possible
total donation of our MI’s items. Breaking up the collection in
favour of increasingly fragile local institutions seems also not to be
a good option, for anyone.
Recently the MI website got up, including a link to the South
Australian Education Department’s stored MI book Catalogue
(done using Bookmark, the SA Ed. Dept’s own well-supported
catalogue system for school libraries) – www.mi.org.pg.

IFLA WORLD LIBRARY AND INFORMATION CONGRESS, 79TH IFLA GENERAL CONFERENCE AND ASSEMBLY
SINGAPORE, 17-23 AUGUST 2013 - OFFER OF PARTIAL SPONSORSHIPS -DEVELOPING COUNTRIES
The Singapore Government is pleased to offer partial sponsorship*
for delegates of developing countries to attend the IFLA annual
conference from 17-23 August, 2013.

CONFERENCE FEE or AIRFARE (ii) Application deadline is
28 February 2013. All selected applicants will be notified via email
by April 2013.

Sponsorship* covers (i) Accommodation at a designated hotel
(check-in one day before the start of the conference, and checkout one day after the last day of the conference) (ii) A daily per
diem of SGD40/day from the first day to the last day of the
conference (iii) Local airport transfers (iv) Group Accident and
Hospitalisation Insurance during the stay in Singapore (v) Airport
meeting services.

(iii) Offer is on first come first serve basis for eligible applicants.
We apologise if we are unable to accept your application due to
overwhelming response. (iv) All decisions are final and there will
not be any correspondence relating to any queries on the outcome
of application.
Details available at http://conference.ifla.org/ifla79/sponsorshipfor-delegates-of-developing-countries-2013

Other relevant information (i) The sponsorship does NOT cover
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PEOPLE
ISEI KACILALA – RETIREMENT – 43
YEARS OF FAITHFUL SERVICE
The Library held a retirement lunch
for Isei Kacilala on 7 December, 2012
in recognition of his 43 years of faithful
service to the University Library. His last
day of work is 29 December 2012. In
his time with the Library, Isei led the team of library attendants
as the Senior Library Attendant. A man, with a proud military
background, Isei led the attendants by example. His commitment
and loyalty to the Library was 100%.

Isei worked under the leadership of all four University Librarians
to date, namely Mr Harold Holdsworth, Dr. Esther Williams
(now Deputy Vice-Chancellor, Administration and Regional
Campuses), Ms Carol Mills and Ms. Sin Joan Yee not to mention
Vice-Chancellor’s also.
Isei recalls the University from its air-force base days and has seen
it grow over the years to what it is now. He also worked in all the
buildings that served as the Library.
Isei will be missed and the Library staff and Library Advisory
Committee members wish him well in his retirement.

PROFESSOR RANDOLPH THAMAN - AWARD OF HONORARY MEMBERSHIP OF THE INTERNATIONAL
UNION FOR THE CONSERVATION OF NATURE (IUCN)
The USP Library Advisory Committee and the USP Library
community congratulate Professor Randolph Thaman on being
made an honorary member of IUCN.
Professor Thaman, who joined the University in 1974, is Chair of
the Library Advisory Committee, a Committee of the USP Senate
and has been a long time supporter of library development.
Professor Thaman was the only one from the Pacific Region
(other than Australia) of eleven who were awarded honorary
Membership of IUCN, which recognizes outstanding services to
the conservation of nature and natural resources, to individuals
who have made exceptional contributions to furthering the goals
of the Union at a ceremony on 11 September 2012 at the IUCN
World Conservation Congress. He has served the region tirelessly
through research and teaching, and has taught countless numbers
of Pacific Island students in a field that he is very passionate about.
The USP Library network acknowledges Professor Randolph
Thaman’s immense contribution to resource conservation and
management in the Pacific.

LIBRARY WORKCAMP STUDENTS 2012
Each Christmas vacation the Library takes on a maximum of
6 students as part of its social responsibility commitment. The
focus has been to assist private students raise funds for the next
year’s fees, books and/or daily living during semester. This year
the six students, pictured above, are working in acquisitions,
OSIC, Pacific Collection and PIMRIS from 26 November - 21
December. At the end of the work camp most students leave with
a new view of library work!
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
SOCIAL POLICIES IN SAMOA /
Desmond Amosa. UK :
Commonwealth Secretariat,
2012. ISBN: 9781849290821
50 p. F$56.95
“The country case studies and
thematic papers in this series
examine social policy issues
facing small states and the implications for economic
development. They show how, despite their inherent
vulnerability, some small states have been successful
in improving their social indicators because of the
complementary social and economic policies they
have implemented. Samoa is widely known as a role
model in the Pacific region for its economic and social
achievements since gaining independence in 1962.
This in-depth study traces the history of government
policy and examines the fundamentals underpinning
the country’s social development progress: the welfare
state; social cohesion; participative democracy and
the power of jurisdiction. It also examines how the
fa’a Samoa, the Samoan culture, and securing external
assistance enabled the country to build resilience in the
face of a number of crises in the 1990s – including two
cyclones and a taro blight.”

PROMOTING GOOD GOVERNANCE:
PRINCIPLES, PRACTICE AND
PERSPECTIVES / Sam Agere. UK
: Commonwealth Secretariat,
2000. ISBN: 9780850926293
p. 120 F$79.95
“This publication focuses on
good governance with the
emphasis on public sector reforms. It addresses: the
role of public management in promoting productivity
and increasing performance with relation to economic
growth and sustainable development; accountability
and transparency linked to administrative performance;
public and private sector interface and partnership; the
role of the state; values and ethics; implications for
training, teaching and development.”

SOCIAL POLICIES IN SOLOMON ISLANDS
AND VANUATU / Biman Chand
Prasad and Paul Kausimae. UK
: Commonwealth Secretariat,
2012. ISBN: 9781849290838
p.90 F$56.95
“The country case studies and
thematic papers in this series
examine social policy issues facing small states and the
implications for economic development. They show
how, despite their inherent vulnerability, some small
states have been successful in improving their social
indicators because of the complementary social and
economic policies they have implemented. Solomon
Islands and Vanuatu are two small states that have
struggled to develop successful social policies since
gaining independence. This final study in the series
traces the history of social development in both
countries, examining closely the factors that have
hindered progress: the colonial legacy, poor economic
development, high population growth, political
instability, the lack of social cohesion, mismanagement
of resources and natural disasters. The authors argue
that for progress to continue, both countries need to
move away from a reliance on their traditional social
structures and focus on political stability and economic
growth.”

SAVING SMALL ISLAND DEVELOPING
STATES: ENVIRONMENTAL AND NATURAL
RESOURCE CHALLENGES /edited by
Shyam Nath, John l Roberts
and Yeti Nisha Madhoo. UK:
Commonwealth Secretariat,
2011 ISBN: 9781849290319 p.
400 F$115
“…Saving Small Island States introduces and explains
the key environmental policy challenges and suggested
responses to them. The book is divided into five
sections. Section one provides a theoretical analysis
of the issues and concepts. Section two presents four
previously published but highly influential papers,
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RECENT PUBLICATIONS
which have set the terms of much of the debate on these
issues. Section three uses case studies to examine the
policy instruments and approaches adopted by small
states. Section four looks at environmental policies in
action and examines the position of small island states
in the world trade arena. The final part explores the
global dimensions of environmental management.
Designed particularly to assist the new generation of
environmental and natural resource managers in small
island states, it will also assist current government
policy-makers, as well as academics and students in the
fields of public policy and environmental and natural
resource management more widely.”
START UP / by David Gilmour
US: Charles Pinot, 2012.
ISBN: 9780985356446 p.208.
F$40.50
“David Harrison Gilmour,
one of the world’s most
successful entrepreneurs, has
enjoyed extraordinary success
throughout his career. His successes have been built
upon a rich and complex combination of experiences
revealed for the first time in this compelling first-person
account of life as a “serial entrepreneur.” From the story
of the founding of the largest hotel chain in the South
Pacific to that of creation of Barrick Gold, world’s most
profitable gold-mining company; from the founding
of the iconic brand FIJIWATER to the creation of
the Wakaya Club, and Wakaya Perfection. Start Up
offers a very personal story of business, risk, family,
friends, triumph and tragedy that will be of interest to
every person who believes or hopes in the power and
potential of the human spirit. Start Up chronicles, in
a beautiful literary style, the experiences, relationships
and conversations that led one of our time’s most
intriguing and successful individuals to the endeavors
that have brought him and others so much success,
happiness and personal fulfillment. “There are no born
entrepreneurs. They are born of life’s experiences”
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
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LIBRARIES PA-C-FIKA REPLACES CENTRE LIBRARIES UPDATE AND PIC NEWS.
A QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER PRODUCED BY REGIONAL LIBRARIES AND PACIFIC
COLLECTION, USP LIBRARY
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NEW FLAGS FLYING: PACIFIC LEADERSHIP
/ edited by Ian Johnstone and
Michael Powles. NZ: Huia
Publishers, 2012. Price $F$40
ISBN 9781775500131 p.200
F$40
“From 1960 to 1990, islands
across the Pacific gained
independence or self government. In the years following
this, Ian Johnstone and Michael Powles interviewed
the Pacific people in key leadership positions in the
lead-up to and achievement of independence, many
of whom became well-known in the Pacific and more
widely. This book presents a nation-by-nation history
of this change from being colonial subjects to citizens
of Pacific nations from the point of view of the leaders
involved. Accompanied by maps, photographs and
background information about the Pacific nations,
the book explores the leaders’ views on independence
and the process of gaining it. The accompanying CD
contains excerpts from the interviews.”
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